GANDHIAN STUDY CENTRE

Traffic Regulation by the Volunteers

a. Navathirupathi

The Student volunteers were pressed in to service selectively in Swami Kallapiram Temple, Srivaikuntam and Sri Magara Nedungulaikadhar Temple, Tenthiruperai, situated on the perennial Holy river Thamirabarani during Purattasi Tamil Month holy Saturdays. The Temple Executive, high priest and the public gave their words of appreciation for the student volunteers. Volunteers learnt the high spirit of responsibility to control the crowd. Dr. S. Bose, Director, Centre of Gandhian Studies co-ordinated the volunteer service.

b. Vaikunda Ekadashi

The student volunteers of Centre for Gandhian Studies took part in the Margazhi Month’s Vaikunta Ekadashi Festival by the way of rendering services like controlling the crowd, traffic control, etc. on January 06, 2020. It is an annual festival being celebrated in nine temples in around of Srivaikuntam region and drawing lakhs of pilgrims as in the case of Madhura in the north every year.